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The巴ffectsof nois巴 [95dB(A)]on human body were studied in the press shops noise. The 
subjects were 15 healthy male students. The results of preliminary experiment showed that 
changes in subject's blood pressure due to the noise exposure were c1assified into two types; 
"rising" type (80% of the subjects) and "falling" type (20%). Only the subjects of the "rising" 
type were participat巴din main experiments 
The results obtained were as follows ; 
1) Blood pressure and pulse pressure were increased to a great extent under the noisy 
condition. 
2) Heart rat巴andbrinking rate were decreased during the period of noise exposure 
3) Respiration rate was found to be unchanged between the periods of noise巴xposureand 
non-exposure; however， respiratory magnitude showed the difference between the two 
periods. The respiratory magnitude found in the period of noise exposure was shallower 
than that in the non-exposure period 
4) The e waves of EEG amplitude which was not found in the condition without noise 
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Tab.l Tes七 Re即日s(differencebetween七womeans) 
Phyaiological i七em Cond1 tion Mean N 七a
before 124.4 ユ2 6.0;冷静
E工oodPressure(H) Noise on 1ち3.ヲ 工2 14: 6得者
after 工18.3 12 
before 69.9 12 
Blood Pressure(L) Noise on ユワ 7 12 
after 6ラ.3 12 
before ち4.5 工2
Noise on 1ラ3.5 12 
after 54. 9 12 
be:fore 78.2 12 
Noise on 65.う 12
after 75.9 12 
before 18.6 12 
Noise on 18.5 12 
after 工6.7 工2
#者 Signific出 lta七七he0.1% leve工
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Fi~. "3 ~ hysiological sffects of Noユsein :'ress 3hops 


































'rab.2 Test Results(correlation coefficlents and 
regression equation) 






~esp. Rat邑 17 .8 
Pul s e Pre s sure ユつ2，0
Resp. Ra七e 17.8 
Pulse Pr白日sure 102.0 
Pu工seRat巴 69，4 
-0.86 6.29持品、 y=-) ヲJx+ 1ユlコE
つ94 9.92私伊、 y~ つ 25x + 50.64 
つー 62 2.96￥ y~ つ14x + 27.5ユ
。69 3目57全持 y~ 勺コ2x + 1ち 29
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